Abstract. Control of wind farms requires the acquisition of accurate wind speed data. Nevertheless there is no system able to control the small, long-term degradation of data registered by anemometers installed in wind turbines. In this report we have developed a method to evaluate the quality of the wind speed measurements with the minimum uncertainty. This evaluation is made comparing the data from anemometers of the whole wind farm to detect its degradation and other anemometer faults. To obtain low uncertainties an estimation method has been developed that allow selecting the more adequate wind speed data range in each nacelle anemometer.
Introduction
The great technological advances allowed during the last years and the stable legal framework have led the wind energy promoters to install as many farms as possible. This tendency has led to the installed power being so high that new needs have arisen for a good operations and maintenance plan.
One of the main problems in the wind farm production control is the wind speed data quality. The wind speed data measured by anemometers installed at the nacelle are affected by the weather, the topography, different problems with data acquisition or the degradation of the instrument. Even so, there is hardly any system to control their correct operation over the time beyond the control of the power curve. Especially difficult to detect are the small long-term degradation of its performance.
To control this fact we have developed a method based on the comparison of the wind anemometers of the whole wind farm. The main idea is to estimate the wind speed data in the target wind turbine using the wind speed data of other wind turbines.
To carry out the selection of the reference wind turbines we have calculated the correlation between every wind turbine based on historic nacelle anemometer filtered data. This selection is based on the value of the correlation coefficient between instantaneous wind speed measurements for close anemometers. This is made inspired in field calibration techniques of anemometers [1] , because a higher value of the correlation coefficient corresponds to a less wind speed deviation.
To estimate the wind speed deviations a linear regression model is considered for each direction sector, in a similar way to the Measure-Correlate-Predict (MCP) algorithm that is usually used in the wind industry to predict mean wind speed characteristics [2] . However a new factor has been introduced since an underestimation exists in the uncertainty determination because consecutive data cannot be considered independent [3] . In order to evaluate the global deviation a factor, which accumulates the speed deviation for a period of time, is computed. It allows the detection of problems in the anemometer performance, including long-term deviations, and even if they are small. However, some speed ranges must be eliminated due to their low quality. The deviation factor has different uncertainty depending on the wind speed data range and the direction sector used in its computation. On the other hand, the less data are used, the more uncertainty we have.
In this paper, the uncertainty of the method is computed in function of the data range, finding the speed ranges that introduce the minimum uncertainty in the deviation factor. In this way if the target anemometer has a high deviation from the closest reference anemometers a problem with his performance is considered. With this information it is possible to make a new calibration or a substitution if it's necessary, allowing a better control of maintenance faults of wind turbines. The method has been tested using real data from 53 turbines in a wind farm and the results are promising.
Deviation model

A. Studied Variables
To study the anemometer performance the deviation between anemometers is going to be estimated. The deviation between the wind speed registered in the target anemometer and reference anemometer is called
and it is defined as follows:
Where xi V is the wind speed in target anemometer x and xi Vˆis the estimated wind speed in this target anemometer using the wind speed measured by anemometer y, and both considering a mean of the 10-minute interval i.
This instantaneous deviation obtained from the measured speed in other nacelle is very noisy and it can not be directly used. Besides that, the goal of the method is to detect long-term deviations. Therefore a temporal mean over a long period is considered. In the wind power industry, the wind farms development companies usually use monthly data to evaluate its performance and decide maintenance changes. So, we use as figure of merit the mean relative deviation in a month,
To estimate the target wind speed, xi Vˆ, a linear regression model is considered for each direction sector, in a similar way to the Measure-Correlate-Predict algorithms that are usually used in the wind industry to predict mean wind speed characteristics for estimating the long term wind regime at potential wind farm [2] . The model to relate wind speeds of anemometers located in close nacelles is the linear least squares fitting [4] . The linear least squares fitting technique is the simplest and most commonly applied form to obtain a model from a set of points.
B. Uncertainty
Once the model is defined it's necessary to determine its uncertainty. There are no standard rules or methods for estimating the uncertainty. This can lead to a considerable range of variation in uncertainty estimations by different models [5] , [6] .
This study considers two important uncertainty sources in energy production estimations: the MCP and the anemometer. To calculate the model uncertainty, the error propagation formula [7] is repeated until obtaining the output uncertainty. So if an output variable y is computed using input variables, denoted by x i , as
the output uncertainty is calculated with
The least squares fitting uncertainty has been calculated as A. Derrick details [2] , using the variances and covariance of the slope and offset.
When the estimated wind speed uncertainty has been calculated the deviation uncertainty in each 10-minute data is calculated with the next equation:
And the deviation uncertainty in a month, or in another period of time, is calculated as follows
Data used for analysis
In this study, a 53 wind turbine wind farm has been used to test the model. The data has been measured from June of 2007 to July of 2008 but due to confidentiality issues it is not allowed to be presented in detail.
As is well know in the wind power community [2] , [8] it is necessary a long-term period data, at least 9 months, to have an accurate estimation of the wind speed when you correlate between two meteorological towers installed in different sites. For this reason, and to have a complete model of the wind farm performance, a whole year has been selected to fit the equations of the linear least squares fitting method. This period covers the first 12 months, from June of 2007 to May of 2008, and has been manually filtered by experts to delete the errors in the recorded data.
We are interested in comparing the wind speed measured from anemometers installed in nearer wind turbines and, as stated in [1] , there is a relation between correlation coefficient and wind speed deviation. So, we have chosen the reference wind turbines based in the correlation coefficient. For each target wind turbine we have used two reference wind turbines with the highest correlation coefficient. This multiplicity allows avoiding that, in the case one reference wind turbine is affected, an incorrect deviation in target anemometer were calculated. The correlation coefficient has been calculated with the whole year data.
The model has been applied to the other two months available, June and July of 2008, in order to analyze it. In the studied case, because of the absence of information for the installed anemometers, a 0.1 m/s uncertainty has been considered as indicated in the product catalogues consulted.
Due to the uncertainty of the lower speed data range and because it doesn't affect to the wind generator performance, we work with wind speeds greater than 2.5 m/s to make the studies.
Results and discussion
A. Direction sectors
To estimate the wind speed at target wind turbines a linear least square fitting is applied. In this way the xy V R values obtained will be lower and more sensible to anemometer deviations.
It is well known in the wind power community that the influence of the direction in the wind flows is important, especially in complex terrain sites [9] [10] [11] . For this reason we have made a discretization into sectors of direction to calculate the fitting equations. As an example the figure 1 shows the relation between the wind speeds of two close anemometers in two different direction sectors. 
B. Uncertainty estimation
To probe that the higher the wind speed is, the lower the deviation uncertainty is, the deviation uncertainty per bin has been calculated. However the Derrick model used to estimate the uncertainty in linear regression [2] , underestimates the uncertainty [4] . The reason of this underestimation is that consecutive sets of wind speed data cannot be considered statistically independent [3] .
In figure 2 It can be seen that both, the estimated uncertainty and the real standard deviation, decrease when the wind speed increases. However the estimated uncertainty by the model is lower than it was expected.
To approximate the estimation to the real uncertainty the wind speed uncertainty has been multiplied by a factor of 10 to compensate that the 10-minutes wind speed averages can't be considerate statistical independent [4] . As shows figure 3 the approximation is adequate. estimated RVxy uncertainty using linear regression with factor 10
RVxy standard deviation using data 
C. Minimal Uncertainty
As shown above, at higher wind speeds corresponds lower xy RV uncertainty values. Therefore if the monthly deviation is calculated with the higher wind speeds we can expect to have an estimation with less uncertainty. Nevertheless, in this range of wind speeds the number of data is small, as shows figure 4 . So, the sole use of high speed data will produce worse accuracy in the method. Therefore we have a trade-off between the number of measures and the wind speed range to leave the best deviation estimation. To calculate the range wind speed that allows obtaining the minimum uncertainty in the deviation factor, the uncertainty of the average deviation per month has been calculated. In each average value computation the lower wind speed bin has been eliminated to find the range that has the minimum uncertainty. The results are shown in figure 5 , which represents the monthly mean of estimated xy RV uncertainty of the first 12 months to different data sets. The x-axis represents the minimum wind speed bin of the data set. In figure 5 it can be observed how there is a bin where the uncertainty is the lowest. If we studied the wind speed deviation with the data greater than this bin the uncertainty will be the minimum.
However, we can't estimate the monthly uncertainty of xy RV just by applying the error propagation formula because the ten-minute data can't be considered statistical independent as we saw before.
To estimate correctly the uncertainty we have made a test dividing the number of data by different factors to approximate it to the real standard deviation. The most adequate factor that allowed estimating the uncertainty was 5, as shows figure 6.
In figure 6 is represented the monthly mean of estimated xy RV uncertainty of 12 months multiplied by 5 and the xy RV monthly mean standard deviation of the 12 months to different data sets. The x-axis represents the minimum wind speed bin of the data set. estimated uncertainty using linear regression with factor 5 standard deviation using data 
D. Final results
Once the uncertainty model is defined the last step is to determine the maximum value of monthly mean xy RV which will be considered as acceptable in an anemometer performance. To determinate this maximum value it has been calculated the monthly mean xy RV with minimum uncertainty of each one of the 12 first months which has been filtered. The calculation has been realized with each target wind generator and two near anemometer.
The results of one of this filtered month can be seen at figure 7.
The results show that there isn't any wind turbine whose deviation is higher than 4% with regards to both reference wind turbines. In the other 12 months the results are similar.
Then the methodology to control the performance will be to calculate the deviation with higher correlation anemometer, or reference 1, if the value of the monthly mean xy RV with minimum uncertainty is less or equal than 4%, it will be considered that the performance is correct. In the case the value is higher, a calculation of the monthly mean xy RV with minimum uncertainty with reference anemometer number two is necessary. If the comparison with both references is higher than 4% it will considered that the anemometer suffers a deviation. In other cases, the anemometer performance will be considered correct. This simple criterion is expected to be improved in future work.
Finally it has checked this value in the non-filtered months to determinate if any of the anemometer wind turbines work correctly. The results are in the table below. Table II shows that the anemometer 5 presents an important deviation of its wind speed measurements regards to both reference anemometers. Therefore it is necessary a control of the performance of the machine and being careful with the wind speed data.
In the anemometer 8, 11 and 12 we found a deviation greater than 4% with the first reference anemometers. But in the second reference anemometer the deviation are inferior to the limit and will be considered that work correctly. Even so, due to the high value of deviation in the anemometer 8 and 11, it will be necessary to be carefully with these measurements too.
The results of the whole wind farm show that most of the wind turbines show deviation lower than 3% at least in one of the reference wind turbines. In every case the minimum deviation uncertainty is comprised between 0.65% and 0.85%.
Conclusions
In this paper we have defined a method, by the comparison of data captured by a nacelle anemometer against other anemometer in its vicinity, to control the degradation of the anemometer and erroneous performances. This method is run with a selected range of data which allows obtaining results with low uncertainty.
The selection of the range of data is obtained with a uncertainty model studied in this paper. This model show that the deviation has lower uncertainties when we works with wind speed data greater than 4 or 5 m/s.
Besides here an acceptable maximum value of deviation to determine if the anemometer performance is correct has been introduced.
